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Letter to Educators: 

In honor of Native American Heritage Month, the following Indigenous Heritage Emancipation 

curriculum lessons are being provided. Please find time within this month to teach the lesson 

specific to your grade level. As the Office of CLRI does not engage in mere symbolism and 

tokenism when recognizing cultural heritage, we understand the importance of elevating 

Indigenous voices in our district and in our community. That being stated, these lessons can be 

taught this month and all year long.  

A resounding thank you to the CLRI Curriculum Developers and outstanding teacher leaders, 

for their support, commitment and creativity in ensuring that joy and historic accuracy are 

centered in the lives of ALL of our students. Very special thank you to: 

Deborah Bertelsman 

Jason Hall 

Erika LaMar 

Karen Muhammad 

Rich Pyszczek 

Bonnie General-Vasquez 

 

 

 

Office of CLRI 

Dalphne Bell, Director 

Nicole Buccilli, CLRI Data Coach 

Danielle Gray, Coordinator for Curriculum Infusion & Diversity 

Niya Sosa, Coordinator for Curriculum Infusion & Diversity 

D’wanna Clark, Administrative Assistant 
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades PK-1: Indigenous Emancipation Lessons 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 
As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

 

Lesson Title: Fry Bread 
 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

 

 

Students will be able to: 

• read about an Indigenous family tradition that is different or similar to their own. 

• draw and write about a family tradition and why it is their favorite. 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 

  

● How does something become a tradition? 

● Why is fry bread important to Native Americans? 

● How important is food to family celebrations? 

NYS STANDARDS 

 

 

English Language Arts 

PKR. Develop and answer questions about characters, major events, and pieces of information in a text. (RI 
& RL) 
PKR9. Make connections between self, text, and the world. (RI & RL) 
PKW4. Create a response to a text, author, or personal experience (e.g., dramatization, artwork, or poem).  
 
KR3. Identify characters, settings, major events in a story, or pieces of information in a text. (RI & RL) 
KR9. Make connections between self, text, and the world. (RI & RL) 
KW4. Create a response to a text, author, or personal experience (e.g., dramatization, artwork, or poem).  
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1R3. Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, or pieces of information in a text. (RI & RL) 
1R9. Make connections between self and text (texts and other people/ world). (RI & RL) 
1W4. Create a response to a text, author, theme or personal experience (e.g., poem, dramatization, 
artwork, or other). 
 

Social Studies 

K.1. Children’s sense of self is shaped by experiences that are unique to them and their families, and by 
common experiences shared by a community or nation.  
1.1. Language, beliefs, customs, and traditions help shape the identity and culture of a family and a 
community. 
 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (5 min) 
Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 
 

• Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

• Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

• Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 
cultures. 

• Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 

• Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 
and growing. 

• Black Men: We are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 
sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and Brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and Brown men. 

 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 

VOCABULARY (3-5 min) 

Explicitly teach the vocabulary and use the pictures included to enhance understanding. Appendix A 
 

fry bread: fluffy fried dough made from cornmeal and flour 

pow-wow: Native American people meet and dance, sing, and socialize, to honor their cultures. 

tradition: the handing down of cultures and beliefs from elders to children over many years 

celebration: a special occasion or get together 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
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LAUNCH (5 min) 

 

Historical Context: 

For Native Americans, frybread links generation with generation and connects the present to the painful 

narrative of Native American history. Navajo frybread originated 144 years ago, when the United States 

forced Indians living in Arizona to make the 300-mile journey known as the "Long Walk" and relocate to 

New Mexico, onto land that couldn't easily support their traditional staples of vegetables and beans. To 

prevent the indigenous populations from starving, the government gave them canned goods as well as 

white flour, processed sugar and lard—the makings of frybread. They say the food's conflicted status—it 

represents both perseverance and pain—reflects these same elements in Native American history. 

"Frybread is the story of our survival.”   

 

• Activating background knowledge: 
o What is your favorite family celebration? 
o What does your family do to celebrate? 
o Do you think food is an important part of a celebration? Why or Why not? 
o Next, ask students if they can predict what the story Fry Bread is going to be about. 

 

 

 

 

TEXT (5 min) 

 

 

Book Title: Fry Bread                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

By: Keith Noble Maillard 

 

Summary: 

Fry bread is history.” In the extensive, informative back matter, Maillard (a 

member of the Seminole Nation, Mekusukey band) explains how fry bread became 

a part of many Native Americans' diet after the people were forced from their land and given limited rations 

by the United States government. 

Read aloud available at: https://youtu.be/tWdEz0ptvbc 

 

https://youtu.be/tWdEz0ptvbc
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PROCEDURAL STEPS (25 min) 

 

 

1. Teacher and students review vocabulary words and pictures. 

2. Teacher and students discuss the essential questions: 

● How does something become a tradition? 

● Why is fry bread important to Native Americans? 

● How important is food to family celebrations? 

3. Students listen to the song, Fry Bread and teacher will encourage a sing along. 

4. Students listen to the read aloud, Fry Bread.  

5. Students watch the YouTube video of a Navajo woman making fry bread. Stop the video at 1:05 

mins. 

6. Revisit essential questions. 

7. Discuss the tradition of fry bread and where and why this tradition was started. 

CLOSURE (15 min) 

 

8. Students and teacher will revisit essential questions in order to check for understanding and 
misconceptions. 
● How does something become a tradition? 
● How important is food to family celebrations? Why or why not? 
 

9. Students complete the writing prompt below and creates an illustration that goes with their 

sentences. 

      My favorite family tradition is_______________.  

I like this tradition because___________. 

10. Students will share their sentences and pictures with their classmates. 

Students and teacher will sing the Fry Bread song together. 

11. Extension: Teacher cooks fry bread for students to taste. (*Check for allergies.) 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CI-kS2CXCCI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWdEz0ptvbc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7re_zwU6O64
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DIFFERENTIATION 
 

 

• Some students are reluctant to share during group discussion, therefore thumbs up or down group 
responses can support those students.  

• Think, pair, share response strategy can also be used to encourage discussion. 

• Explicitly teach vocabulary using visuals and concrete examples. 

• Review and revisit the vocabulary multiple times--encouraging students to actively say the 
vocabulary words aloud. 

• Writing Differentiation: 
o Pre-writers: Draw pictures and dictate responses to a teacher/adult. 
o Emergent writers: Attempt to label items in their pictures. 
o Early writers: Copy a sentence starter or sentence frame and fill in the blanks. 
o Writers: Write 1-3 sentences for their response. 

 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 
How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 
 

crinkled 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

 
 

• Video: Navajo Fry Bread https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7re_zwU6O64 (1:05 mins) 

• Video: Fry Bread Song https://youtu.be/CI-kS2CXCCI  (1:37 mins) 

• Video: Fry Bread Read Aloud https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWdEz0ptvbc&feature=youtu.be 
(4:24 mins) 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7re_zwU6O64
https://youtu.be/CI-kS2CXCCI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWdEz0ptvbc&feature=youtu.be
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TEACHER REFLECTION 

 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
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Appendix A 

Vocabulary Pictures 

  

fry bread 

 

  

Pow wow 

 

 

Celebration 

 

 

Tradition 
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades 2-4: Indigenous Emancipation Lesson 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 
As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

 

Lesson Title: Sequoyah’s Talking Leaves-The Cherokee Alphabet  

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

 
 
Students will be able to: 

● understand how having a written language increases the spread and use of communication as well 
as the sustainability of the language. 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
 

● What are some ways we communicate? 
● Why is the written language important? 
● What is similar and different about Cherokee and English writing? 

 

NYS STANDARDS 

 

English Language Arts 

W.2.6 – with guidance and support from adults use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing 
including in collaboration with peers. 

SL.3.1a – come to discussion prepared having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that 
preparation and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion. 

RI.4.1 – refer to details and examples in the text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when. 
drawing inferences from the text. 
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Social Studies 

2.2a - people living in urban and suburban and rural communities embrace traditions and celebrate holidays 
that reflect both diverse cultures and common community identity. Students will examine the ethnic and/or 
cultural groups represented in their classroom. 

3.4a – people in world communities use legends, folktales, oral histories, biographies, and historical 
narratives to transmit cultural histories from one generation to the next. Students will examine legends, 
folktales, oral histories, biographies, and historical narratives to learn about the important individuals and 
events of each selected world community. Students will examine symbols of each selected world 
community.  

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (5 min) 
Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 

 
● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 

identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 
cultures. 

● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing. 
● Black Men we are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 

 
*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 
 

VOCABULARY (5 min) 
Explicitly teach the vocabulary and use the included pictures to enhance understanding. Appendix E 

 

alphabet: the letters of a language 
native language: the language that a person has spoken from earliest childhood  
printing press: a machine that prints books, magazines, newspapers, etc., usually in large numbers 
tribes: a group of people that includes many families and relatives who have the same language, customs, 
and beliefs 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
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LAUNCH (5 min) 

 
Historical Context: 
Sequoyah (1765-1843) was a Cherokee man who created a system of writing for his people. Even though he 
could not read or write in any language, he was always interested in the way that the white people could 
make words by looking at paper, something he called “talking leaves.” He became the only Native American 
to create a whole alphabet for his own language. The Cherokee alphabet has 86 syllables. Sequoyah used 
the alphabet to record the history of his tribe. The Cherokee used the alphabet to communicate in writing 
and still use it today. Sequoyah was such an important person that they named the Sequoia tree and forest 
in California after him. He is also featured in the Cherokee Hall of Fame and has statues in places such as 
Washington, D.C. 
 

• Show students the English alphabet and the Sequoyah alphabet side by side. 

• Ask students to compare the two alphabets. How are the two alike/different? 

• Provide students with background information about Sequoyah and the Sequoyah alphabet to 
prepare students for today’s lesson. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TEXT (5 min) 

 
 
Title: Who is Sequoyah? 
By: Adapted from Scholastic Teacher Resources’ Who is Sequoyah? 
 
Summary: 
Sequoyah (1765-1843) was a Cherokee man known for inventing the 

Cherokee syllabary that brought a written language to his people. He 

was always fascinated by how people could read “talking leaves” to 

communicate. He became the only Native American to create a whole 

alphabet for his own language. The Cherokee alphabet has 86 

syllables.  Sequoyah used the alphabet to record the history of his tribe and the Cherokee still use it today.  
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PROCEDURAL STEPS (25 min) 

 
 

1. Introduce vocabulary words: 

• Have students choose 2 words to complete the Frayer model (Appendix B) 
 

2. Discuss essential questions: 

• What are some ways we communicate? 

• Why is the written language important? 

• What is similar and different about Cherokee and English writing? 
 

3. Teacher says: First, let’s learn about Sequoyah’s life and how he created the Cherokee alphabet. 

• Watch the YouTube video "Sequoyah" (1:12 mins) 

• Ask students, why is Sequoyah so important to the Cherokee people? 

• Clarify understanding if needed. 
 

4. Instruct students to independently read the short text adapted from Scholastic Teaching Resources 
(Appendix A). With teacher guidance, read the text a second time. Discuss the text with a few of the 
following questions: 

• What is Sequoyah best remembered for? 

• What were “talking leaves”? 

• Give one reason why Sequoyah’s invention was important to the Cherokee. 

• Sequoyah believed that having a written language gave a society power. What does a written 
language make possible for a society? 

• Why might it be easier to learn to write with an alphabet that uses syllables, like the Cherokee 
alphabet, instead of letters, like the English alphabet? 

 

5. Show students Sequoyah’s Syllabary (Appendix C). 
● Discuss how it is similar and different to the English alphabet. 

 

6. Here are some YouTube videos to listen to the sounds of the Cherokee language and practice some 
of the words you hear. 

• Let’s Talk Cherokee (1:23 mins) 

CLOSURE (15 min) 
 

 
7. Teacher says: “Many tribes are working to keep their Native language alive today. Sometimes the 

language is almost gone and the tribes have to bring it back by teaching the language to the young 
people. Let’s try this fun activity.” (Appendix D) Students will use the Cherokee alphabet to decode a 
message. 

 
8. In English and using the Cherokee alphabet, ask students to write a sentence stating one thing they 

learned from this lesson. Consider using a sentence starter.  
 

9. Encourage students to share their writing with the class. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFCBflgV5lU&feature=youtu.be
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DIFFERENTIATION 

 
 

● Excerpts from the story can be pulled out to focus on specific areas. 

● Using audio when available. 

● Present information visually and verbally.  

● Use pictures to accompany vocabulary. 

● Highlight vocabulary within the text. 

● Create a study guide/outline to accompany videos. 

● Chunk sections of the story and pose questions to guide understanding. 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 
How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 
 
(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

 
 

1. Video: The Cherokee Alphabet (1:20 mins) 
2. Video: Let’s Talk Cherokee (1:23 mins) 
3. Video: Sequoyah (YouTube 1:12 mins) 
4. Text: Who was Sequoyah? Scholastic Teacher Resources 
5. A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by transferring 

specific questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase student engagement. 
6. Schoology:  

● Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and engagement about the 
lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the door/exit ticket, to stimulate conversation 
around the essential questions, respond to an article/video, etc. Additionally, ask students to 
comment on a classmate’s response after posting their own. 

● Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in person for grading 
purposes. 

7. Zoom/Microsoft Teams:  
● Use the chat section how you would use Schoology’s discussion feature above. 

https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/midlit11.soc.ush.cheralph/the-cherokee-alphabet/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFCBflgV5lU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUui99XArlM
https://hcjcany.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Sequoyah-Writing-System-Worksheet.pdf
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TEACHER REFLECTION 

 
Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
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Appendix A 

Adapted Text from Scholastic Teaching Resources 

Imagine a man who cannot read or write. Now imagine that same man creating a brand-new alphabet 

from scratch. It sounds next to impossible, doesn’t it? Yet that is exactly what one man did—a man named 

Sequoyah.  

Born around 1770 in Tennessee, Sequoyah was a Cherokee. Like other Native Americans of that time, 

he could neither read nor write. He couldn’t help noticing, though, how white people wrote to one another on 

sheets of paper. They often used these “talking leaves,” as some Native Americans called them, to 

communicate.  

Back then, the Cherokee had no way to write down words in their own language. Sequoyah believed it 

was important for the Cherokee to have a system of writing. So, in 1809, he set out to create an alphabet that 

the Cherokee could use to do just that. Sequoyah started by drawing pictures, with each one representing a 

different word or idea.  

He soon realized that writing sentences using pictures would be much too difficult. There were too 

many words. No one would ever be able to remember that many pictures. Sequoyah decided to try a different 

approach. He began to develop symbols to stand for the sounds, or syllables, that made up words.  

Twelve years later, he completed a system of writing with 86 different symbols. Each one stood for a 

different syllable in the Cherokee language. The symbols could easily be put together to form words. Soon 

thousands of Cherokee were able to read and write in their own language. 
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Appendix B 

Frayer Model 
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Appendix C 

Sequoyah’ Syllabary 
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Appendix D 

Cherokee Language: Word Code Activity & Answer Key 
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Appendix E 

Vocabulary Pictures 

 

alphabet 

 

 

printing press 

 

 

tribes 
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades 5-6: Indigenous Emancipation Lesson 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 
As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

 

Lesson Title: Jingle Dress Created from a Pandemic 
 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 
 

 

 

Content: 

• Students will discuss the Pandemic of 1918 and similarities to today’s Pandemic. 

• Students will learn about the origin of the Jingle Dress and Dance. 

• Students will review a timeline of historical events related to the Jingle Dance and dress. 

Language: 

• Students will be able to express an opinion and use text-based information and other media to support 
their opinion. 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS (5 min)  
Review Essential Questions with students and ask for possible answers prior to doing the Launch. 

  
• What kind of impact do you think the Jingle Dance has on people? 

• How can the art of dance be powerful? 

• Do you think dance, music, and/or laughter can help heal people? 

 

NYS STANDARDS 

 
 
English Language Arts 
RI.5.9. Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject 

knowledgeably. 

RI.6.6. Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text. 

RI.6.7. Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as   

in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or issue. 
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Social Studies 
5.5b. Countries in the Western Hemisphere face a variety of concerns and issues specific to the region.  
5.6d. Multinational organizations and nongovernmental organizations in the Western Hemisphere seek to 
encourage cooperation between nations, protect human rights, support economic development, and provide 
assistance in challenging situations. 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (5 min) 
Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 
 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable and 

growing. 
● Black Men: We are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we are 
committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, and 
the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 

 
*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 
 

VOCABULARY (5 min) 
Review Vocabulary with students and ask for possible answers prior to doing the Launch. 

 

• culture: way of life 

• indigenous: occurring naturally; native 

• pandemic: a disease over a whole country or world 

• remote: situated from the main center, faraway 

• rural: countryside, not city 

• embellished: to make beautiful, decorate 

• suppression: forcibly stop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
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LAUNCH (5 min) 
 

 

• The teacher can ask: What do you know about pandemics? 

• Teachers can use the responses from students to serve as a foundation and set the introduction of 
the video from Professor Brenda Child. Teachers can debrief the information about the Jingle 
Dress/Dance. The teacher should explain that the Jingle Dance was formed during a pandemic. 
 

TEXT (5-7 min) 

 
 
Title: When Art is Medicine 
By: Brenda J. Childs, NY Times 
Text Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/opinion/coronavirus-ojibwe-
dance.html  
 
Summary 
This article gives the origins of the Jingle Dance. The article also discusses other 
facts surrounding Native dances/religion.  
 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (20 min) 

 
 

1. Teachers will say: Today we will watch a short video to introduce us to the Jingle Dance. This is 

one of many dances performed by Native Americans. The teacher can debrief by asking if the 

students have any reactions, questions, or comments to the video (2:40) 
2. Play the video and debrief with students.  
3. Have students read independently from the NY Times. (The section in bold describes the Jingle Dress 

origin and purpose) (Appendix A) 
4. Ask students what did they learn about the Jingle Dance? (Use the questions below as a guide) 

• What kind of impact do you think the Jingle Dance has on people? 

• How can the art of dance be powerful? 

• Do you think dance, music, and/or laughter can help heal people? 
5. Have students open the timeline from Schoology (Appendix B). 
6. Read over the timeline with the students. 
7. Have students use the information they learned from the video and article to describe the origins and 

purpose of Jingle Dress. 
8. Show the video of Jingle Dancers for George Floyd (1:00)  
9. Have students answer in the last box in the timeline: What impact could the laws from 1883 and 1921 

have on the Jingle Dance? Do you think “healing” took place in Minneapolis? Explain who or what was 
healed? 

10. See Closure below. 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/opinion/coronavirus-ojibwe-dance.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/28/opinion/coronavirus-ojibwe-dance.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GsAGT5BbmDc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C-ZdSshqNursg7pqf3Iv0AdXXxj9Aesi/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32HU34NVSr0
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CLOSURE (5 min) 
Teachers can assign the timeline in Schoology for students or use it in whole group instruction.  

To check for learning teachers can use Polly (poll) in Teams, the chat, or ticket out the door with question below. 

 
11. Teachers can close and assess understanding with an academic check by asking students to “post” 

how is today’s lesson on the Jingle Dress/Dance related to our current situation (some ideas Covid-19 
pandemic, BLM)? This can be done virtually or in person. 

DIFFERENTIATION 

 
 

● Parts of the article have already been bolded for easier reference to the origins of the Jingle Dress. 
● Using audio when available. 
● Use pictures to accompany vocabulary. 
● Highlight vocabulary within the text. 
● Create a study guide/outline to accompany videos. 

 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 
How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 

 
(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 
 

 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 
 
 

 

1. Video: Jingle Dancers for George Floyd. Jingle Dress Dancers 38th and Chicago, Minneapolis, June 1, 
2020 (1:00) 

2. Teachers should post the timeline in Schoology for students to write on and submit as an assignment. 
● If the timeline is a pdf, change the pdf to a word document. 
● From any word document select file then open, choose browse and select the pdf. 
● Save your word document to OneDrive Buffalo Public Schools. 
● Teams use of chat or Polly polls 

3. Asynchronous or Synchronous Instruction 
● A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by 

transferring specific questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase 
student engagement. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32HU34NVSr0
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● Schoology: 
○ Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and 

engagement about the lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the 
door/exit ticket, to stimulate conversation around the essential questions, respond 
to an article/video, etc. Additionally, ask students to comment on a classmate’s 
response after posting their own. 

○ Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in 
person for grading purposes. 

● Zoom: Use the chat section how you would use Schoology’s discussion feature above. 
● For the closure teachers can use an array of virtual options, in Teams use the chat feature, 

use Polly app to create a poll, Microsoft forms or some other app. 
 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

 
Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
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Appendix A 

 

When Art Is Medicine, The New York Times 

By Brenda J. Child  

May 28, 2020 

 

Dr. Child is Northrop Professor of American Studies & American Indian Studies at the University of Minnesota 
and the author of “Holding Our World Together: Ojibwe Women and the Survival of Community.” 

 

In Ojibwe culture, music, 
dance and medicine are 
sources of healing.  

Ojibwe people of the 
Great Lakes region, Red 
Lake Ojibwe, in the 1930s. 
The Jingle Dress Dance 
was a healing tradition 
that arose among Ojibwe 
people during the 
influenza pandemic of 
1918-19. 
Credit...Department of 
Special Collections and 
University Archives, 
Marquette University 
Archives 

 

 

 

 

MINNEAPOLIS — From our first contact with Europeans to the present, Indigenous people have careened from 
one public health crisis to another. Our healing process and our historical memory of these moments should 
not end with vaccinations. Traditions of song and dance help restore the balance that is drained by bodily 
sickness and deliver spiritual sustenance to those who have lost loved ones. Art, in other words, allows us to 
survive. 

 

During the 19th century, settlers appropriated our lands, water and resources, rendering our communities 
susceptible to smallpox. Indigenous people, over time, developed herd immunity. We also began taking 
advantage of vaccination when it became available with the Indian Vaccination Act of 1832, enacted primarily 
to protect new settlers in our midst. 

 

When influenza hit in 1918, my people were only beginning to recover from a low point in our population. We 
resided in remote, rural communities of the Great Lakes, but, as in years past, that did not save us. Under the 
reservation system, thousands of children were sent away from home to government boarding schools, where 
influenza spread. This made our experience with the pandemic one we have never forgotten. 
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During that global pandemic, a new healing tradition emerged among Ojibwe women. If you have been to a 
powwow — a multifaceted “gathering of nations” — in recent years, you have seen it performed. Glittering 
and full of camaraderie, powwows are an Indigenous space for male drummers to sing, while everyone from 
children to seniors dance their style. Aspects of the powwow have grown more commercial, but the Jingle 
Dress Dance exists as a deeply spiritual part of these celebration. 

 

Ojibwe stories say the Jingle Dress Dance arose when a young girl grew ill and appeared to be near death. Her 
father dreamed of a new dress and dance that were imbued with an unusual power to heal. The healing 
dresses were quickly made and embellished with tinkling metal cones, then given to four women at a 
ceremonial dance. Hearing the sounds, the girl began to feel stronger. By the end of the night she was 
dancing, too. This young pandemic survivor helped organize the first Jingle Dress Dance Society. Versions of 
this story are told from central Minnesota to northern Ontario. 

 

My grandmother, who entered her teenage years in 1918, lived on the Red Lake Ojibwe Reservation in 
northern Minnesota, and remained a Jingle Dress dancer for the rest of her life. She also attended a 
government boarding school, but that did not deter her from making her own Jingle Dresses. Today, my 
daughter, in addition to studying Art and Ojibwe language at the University of Minnesota, practices the Jingle 
Dress Dance. 

  

  

The Jingle Dress 
Dance has become 
a symbol of female 
empowerment 
across tribal 
nations. Jingle 
Dress Dancers 
protesting a 
pipeline project, at 
Standing Rock 
Reservation, in 
2016.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Jingle Dress Dance has become a symbol of female empowerment across tribal nations. Jingle Dress Dancers protesting a 
pipeline project, at Standing Rock Reservation, in 2016.Credit...Eugene Tapahe 
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Jingle Dress dancing holds a spiritual power for Indian people because of its association with healing. In the 
Ojibwe world, spiritual power moves through air and sounds hold significance. Rows of metal cones, 
“ziibaaska’iganan” in the Ojibwe language, dangle from the garment and produce a pleasant rattle as they 
bounce against one another. When many women dance together in unison, the effect is amplified, becoming a 
healing reverberation. Observers sometimes describe it as the sound of rainfall, though as an Ojibwe from the 
north, I hear it as the sound of ice. 

 

Women dance in patterns, not in a straight line, to confuse the disease. Healers in the early 20th century, who 
could be men or women, were valued for their extensive knowledge of plants. Music and medicine coexist in a 
symbiotic partnership. Because song and dance heal us, art is as necessary as medicine in the worst of times. 

 

The creation of the Jingle Dress Dance a century ago coincided with a new round of suppression of Indian 
religion. The Dance Order, condemning many forms of ritualistic dance on reservations, arrived from 
Washington in 1921. The commissioner of Indian Affairs at the time, Charles Burke, wrote the following letter 
to Indian agents across the United States: 

  

“The dance, however, under most primitive and pagan conditions is apt to be harmful, and when found 
to be so among the Indians we should control it by education processes as far as possible, but if 
necessary, by punitive measures when its degrading tendencies persist.” 

 

My own Red Lake Nation, governed by hereditary chiefs, circumvented the order by calling our powwow a 
Fourth of July celebration and planted American flags during the daylong gathering. Women like my 
grandmother continued to dance. 

 

The Jingle Dress Dance remained a regional tradition for decades until the 1980s, when it became wildly 
popular and spread among many tribal nations on powwow circuits across North America. The dance has 
become a symbol of Indigenous women’s empowerment. Jingle Dress dancers were at Standing Rock, and 
dancers in red dresses now call attention to the plague of missing and murdered Indigenous women. 

 

In recent weeks, with the pandemic expanding into the Navajo Nation, virtual powwows have sprung up in 
Indian Country. Dancers have been filming themselves, alone and in full regalia. Countless Jingle Dress dancers 
have answered the call. 

 

Today, Ojibwe people number more than 200,000, across many small nations divided between the United 
States and Canada. We all remember in stories and dance a young girl who survived a global pandemic. Her 
survival gives us hope. 

 

 

Appendix B: Student Timeline 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C-ZdSshqNursg7pqf3Iv0AdXXxj9Aesi/view?usp=sharing
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY  

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades 7-8: Indigenous Emancipation Lesson   

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ ALL Students Read ∙ ALL Students Write ∙ ALL Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ ALL Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

Lesson Title: Joy Harjo, America, and Theme in Contemporary Native American 
Poetry 
                                           

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

 

 

Students will be able to: 

• determine the theme topic and thematic statement of a text. 

• create a poem in response to cultural connections in a text. 

• develop a theme topic and thematic statement over the course of their poem. 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 

 

• What is a theme topic? What is a thematic statement?  

• How do authors develop a theme topic and thematic statement over the course of a text? 
 

NYS STANDARDS 
 

 

 

 

English Language Arts 
7R2. Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text 
(RI&RL) 
7W4. Create a poem, story, play, artwork, or other response to a text, author, theme, or personal 
experience 
 
Social Studies  
8.9b. Students will examine struggles for equality and factors that enabled or limited success on behalf of 
Native Americans 
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BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (1 min) 

Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  
Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 

 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing. 
● Black Men: We are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 
 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 
 

VOCABULARY  

 
 

Theme-a lesson, message, or moral that the author wants the reader to take away from the text  
A theme consists of a theme topic and a thematic statement. 
 
Theme topic- a subject about which the author has written  
ex: war, love 
 
Thematic statement- a statement or opinion about the theme topic 
ex: War does not solve problems; it only makes them worse. 
       Love takes faith. 
 
Volta- A turn in thought 
 

 

LAUNCH (2 min) 

 
Brain Drain: 

1. What happened in America on September 11th, 2001?  
2. What lessons did we learn as a country? 

 
Pose these two questions to the class using the photos in the Appendix to prompt thoughtful discussion. 
Encourage students to end the discussion using “theme-like” language and making statements to answer #2 
above such as, “We learned that when we work together, we can get over any challenge” or “An end is a 
new beginning.”  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
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TEXT (3 min) 

Preview the text with students. Show them the title and ask, “What might this poem be about?” 

 

 

Title: When the World as We Knew It Ended 
By: JOY HARJO 
More information about the poem can be found here. 
 
We were dreaming on an occupied island at the farthest edge 
of a trembling nation when it went down. 
 
Two towers rose up from the east island of commerce and touched 
the sky. Men walked on the moon. Oil was sucked dry 
by two brothers. Then it went down. Swallowed 
by a fire dragon, by oil and fear. 
Eaten whole. 
 
It was coming. 
 
We had been watching since the eve of the missionaries in their 
long and solemn clothes, to see what would happen. 
 
We saw it 
from the kitchen window over the sink 
as we made coffee, cooked rice and 
potatoes, enough for an army. 
 
We saw it all, as we changed diapers and fed 
the babies. We saw it, 
through the branches 
of the knowledgeable tree 
through the snags of stars, through 
the sun and storms from our knees 
as we bathed and washed 
the floors. 
 
The conference of the birds warned us, as they flew over 
destroyers in the harbor, parked there since the first takeover. 
It was by their song and talk we knew when to rise 
when to look out the window 
to the commotion going on— 
the magnetic field thrown off by grief. 
 
We heard it. 
The racket in every corner of the world. As 
the hunger for war rose up in those who would steal to be president 
to be king or emperor, to own the trees, stones, and everything 

https://www.faena.com/aleph/articles/lessons-in-survival-and-resilience-for-a-world-in-perpetual-crisis/
https://www.faena.com/aleph/articles/lessons-in-survival-and-resilience-for-a-world-in-perpetual-crisis/
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/joy-harjo
https://jcls.bibliocommons.com/list/share/1247199427/1441602077
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else that moved about the earth, inside the earth 
and above it. 
 
We knew it was coming, tasted the winds who gathered intelligence 
from each leaf and flower, from every mountain, sea 
and desert, from every prayer and song all over this tiny universe 
floating in the skies of infinite 
being. 
 
And then it was over, this world we had grown to love 
for its sweet grasses, for the many-colored horses 
and fishes, for the shimmering possibilities 
while dreaming. 
 
But then there were the seeds to plant and the babies 
who needed milk and comforting, and someone 
picked up a guitar or ukulele from the rubble 
and began to sing about the light flutter 
the kick beneath the skin of the earth 
we felt there, beneath us 
 
a warm animal 
a song being born; 
a poem. 
 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (30 min) 

 
 

1. Launch (Brain Drain) 

• What happened in America on September 11th, 2001?  What lessons did we learn as a country? 

• Teacher Note: Pose these two questions to the class using the photos in the Appendix to prompt 
thoughtful discussion. It would be great if students end the discussion by using “theme-like” 
language and making statements to answer #2 above such as, “We learned that when we work 
together we can get over any challenge” or “An end is a new beginning.”  

• Announce to the class that we are now going to read a poem about September 11th and will be 
using the close reading process to determine what the poem is mostly about, develop our 
understanding of the key terms and content in the poem and to determine the overall lesson, or 
message about the world that the author Joy Harjo presents for the reader. 

• If you have not covered theme, theme topic, and thematic statement, please use the 
definitions above and the Frayer models in the appendix to explicitly teach these key terms. 

 
2. Preview the text 

• Show them the title and ask, “What might this poem be about?” 

• Ask for volunteers to share their thoughts to the question.  
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3. First Read – mostly about 

• Complete a first read of the poem. Have students turn and talk to discuss what the poem is 
mostly about. Call on students randomly to check for understanding and to share out with the 
class. 

 
4. Second Read – zoom in 

• Read each stanza separately, stopping to lead the students in determining what each stanza is 
mostly about. Use the notes included in Appendix D to lead discussion around key terms and 
figurative language used by Harjo in the poem. Ask students to write annotations on their copy of 
the poem. 

 
5. Third Read – zoom out 

• Now ask students to go back to the text, paying specific attention to the volta, or turn in thought 
as seen below, that begin with stanza #11: 

 
But then there were the seeds to plant and the babies 
who needed milk and comforting, and someone 
picked up a guitar or ukulele from the rubble 
and began to sing about the light flutter 
the kick beneath the skin of the earth 
we felt there, beneath us 
 
a warm animal 
a song being born; 
a poem. 

 
 

6. Workshop 

• Prompt the class to brainstorm a list of possible theme topics for the poem (i.e., disaster, 
calamity, etc.). Keep the list in sight of the class. 

• Now ask students to pick a theme topic from the list and develop a thematic statement for 
their theme chosen topic, a brief statement that describes a major message or lesson of the 
poem. (EX: disaster: Sometimes what we think is a disaster is really a new opportunity.)  

• Have them finish the sentence starter below: 
 
A thematic statement found in the poem “When the World as We Knew It Ended” by Joy Harjo is 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________. 
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CLOSURE (10 min) 

 
 

7. Now ask students to go back to the poem to find one piece of evidence to support their claim (from 
step #6) (See Appendix D). Have them use the sentence starter below: 

 
According to the text, 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________  

 
8. Ask students to add their own insight directly after their chosen quote by using the sentence starter 

below: 
 

This shows 
________________________________________________________________________________.  

 
 

9. Repeat the process to allow the students to add a second piece of textual evidence to support their 
claim.  Ask students to add a concluding statement using the sentence starter below: 

 
In conclusion, 
________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

DIFFERENTIATION 

To ensure all students can access the content in this lesson please use the following differentiations as needed to meet 
student needs. 

 

• Provide sentence starters for class discussion  

• Provide scaffolded short response templates 

• Provide language translation 

• Provide large print version  

• Use strategic peer groupings 

 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 
What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 
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TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

How will you use the district-approved technology platforms and resources to deliver this lesson? 

 

• Schoology 

• MSClassroom Notebook Collaboration Space 

• ZSpace - Virtual Declaration of Independence project  
 

      TEACHER REFLECTIONTEA 
CHER REFLCTION 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 
 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 

When the World as We Knew It Ended 
By Joy Harjo 
 
We were dreaming on an occupied island at the farthest edge 
of a trembling nation when it went down. 
 
 
Two towers rose up from the east island of commerce and touched 
the sky. Men walked on the moon. Oil was sucked dry 
by two brothers. Then it went down. Swallowed 
by a fire dragon, by oil and fear. 
Eaten whole. 
 
It was coming. 
 
We had been watching since the eve of the missionaries in their 
long and solemn clothes, to see what would happen. 
 
We saw it 
from the kitchen window over the sink 
as we made coffee, cooked rice and 
potatoes, enough for an army. 
 
We saw it all, as we changed diapers and fed 
the babies. We saw it, 
through the branches 
of the knowledgeable tree 
through the snags of stars, through 
the sun and storms from our knees 
as we bathed and washed 
the floors. 
 
The conference of the birds warned us, as they flew over 
destroyers in the harbor, parked there since the first takeover. 
It was by their song and talk we knew when to rise 
when to look out the window 
to the commotion going on— 
the magnetic field thrown off by grief. 
 
We heard it. 
The racket in every corner of the world. As 
the hunger for war rose up in those who would steal to be president 
to be king or emperor, to own the trees, stones, and everything 
else that moved about the earth, inside the earth 
and above it. 
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We knew it was coming, tasted the winds who gathered intelligence 
from each leaf and flower, from every mountain, sea 
and desert, from every prayer and song all over this tiny universe 
floating in the skies of infinite 
being. 
 
And then it was over, this world we had grown to love 
for its sweet grasses, for the many-colored horses 
and fishes, for the shimmering possibilities 
while dreaming. 
 
But then there were the seeds to plant and the babies 
who needed milk and comforting, and someone 
picked up a guitar or ukulele from the rubble 
and began to sing about the light flutter 
the kick beneath the skin of the earth 
we felt there, beneath us 
 
a warm animal 
a song being born; 
a poem. 
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Appendix D 
 

When the World as We Knew It Ended 
By Joy Harjo 
 
 
We were dreaming on an occupied island at the farthest edge 
of a trembling nation when it went down. 
 
 
 
Two towers rose up from the east island of commerce and 
touched 
the sky. Men walked on the moon. Oil was sucked dry 
by two brothers. Then it went down. Swallowed 
by a fire dragon, by oil and fear. 
Eaten whole. 
 
 
It was coming. 
 
 
We had been watching since the eve of the missionaries in 
their 
long and solemn clothes, to see what would happen. 
 
 
We saw it 
from the kitchen window over the sink 
as we made coffee, cooked rice and 
potatoes, enough for an army. 
 
 
We saw it all, as we changed diapers and fed 
the babies. We saw it, 
through the branches 
of the knowledgeable tree 
through the snags of stars, through 
the sun and storms from our knees 
as we bathed and washed 
the floors. 
 
 

occupied island – Manhattan, NYC, NY. 

Harjo refers to it as occupied. Many 

Indigenous Americans continue to believe 

that America was, and still is, occupied 

rather than settled. 

two brothers – Many scholars of Harjo’s 

poetry infer the two brothers mentioned 

in the poem to be oil tycoons Charles and 

David Koch. 

“Swallowed by a fire dragon…Eaten 
whole” – Point out Harjo’s word choice 
and use of figurative language, i.e. 
personification, to control the 
visualizations of the reader. 

“it was coming” – Many Indigenous 
Americans believed that one day the 
colonizers of America would receive some 
form of payback. This is a strong socio-
political statement by Harjo, one that, for 
some, may be a bit perplexing. Careful 
discussion is suggested. 

“it” – This refers to the burning structures 
of ground zero at One World Trade 
Center, Manhattan, NYC. 

“We saw it…floors” – These lines 
represent Harjo’s depiction of modern, 
Americanized Indigenous American 
families.   
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The conference of the birds warned us, as they flew over 
destroyers in the harbor, parked there since the first takeover. 
It was by their song and talk we knew when to rise 
when to look out the window 
to the commotion going on— 
the magnetic field thrown off by grief. 
 
We heard it. 
The racket in every corner of the world. As 
the hunger for war rose up in those who would steal to be 
president 
to be king or emperor, to own the trees, stones, and 
everything 
else that moved about the earth, inside the earth 
and above it. 
 
 
We knew it was coming, tasted the winds who gathered intelligence 
from each leaf and flower, from every mountain, sea 
and desert, from every prayer and song all over this tiny universe 
floating in the skies of infinite 
being. 
 
 
And then it was over, this world we had grown to love 
for its sweet grasses, for the many-colored horses 
and fishes, for the shimmering possibilities 
while dreaming. 
 
 
But then there were the seeds to plant and the babies 
who needed milk and comforting, and someone 
picked up a guitar or ukulele from the rubble 
and began to sing about the light flutter 
the kick beneath the skin of the earth 
we felt there, beneath us 
 
 
a warm animal 
a song being born; 
a poem. 
 

 

 

 

“steal to be president” –Again, this is a 
strong socio-political statement by Harjo, 
one that, for some, may need careful 
discussion. She includes king, and 
emperor to broaden the scope of leaders 
throughout the world who she believes 
are at fault for stealing lands and 
promoting colonization. 

“conference of birds” – An allusion to a 
poem in the Quran in which each bird 
possesses a human fault which prevents 
humankind from attaining enlightenment. 

This stanza represents the volta, or a turn of 
thought or argument in the poem. It is this 
and the last stanza that Harjo expresses her 
theme, i.e., an end is a new beginning.  
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A thematic statement found in the poem “When the World as We Knew It Ended” by Joy Harjo is  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________. 
 
According to the poem,  

 
This shows  
 
The poem also states, 
_______________________________________________________________________________________. 
 

This shows  
 
In conclusion, 
_______________________________________________________________________________________. 
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades 9-10:  Indigenous Emancipation Lesson 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 
As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

 

Lesson Title: The Dakota Access Pipeline: What is Worth Fighting For? 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 
 

 
Students will be able to: 

• develop an argumentative claim based on the Dakota Access Pipeline nonfiction text.  

• critically consider what Native American people had to risk for their beliefs. 

• reflect and analyze what they would be willing to risk for their personal beliefs. 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
 

 

• What risks do people take when they stand up for what they believe in?  

• How have Native American people stood up for what they believe in? 
 

NYS STANDARDS 
 

 
English  
W.9-10.1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 
W.9-10.10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and 
shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10/10/
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BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (5 min) 
Discuss these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them. 

Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 

 
● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 

identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing. 
● Black Men we are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 

 
*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 
 

VOCABULARY  
 

 

• geologist - a person who studies the earth’s physical structure, students may have experiences 
geology in earth science 

• fracking - the process of injecting liquid into the earth to force out oil 

• proponent - a person who believes in and advocates for a particular idea 

• consult - to seek permission or advice 

• demonstration - action by a mass group or collection of groups of people in favor of a political or 
other cause 

 

LAUNCH (10 min) 

 
 

• Open the slide show and begin the lesson by displaying slide #1.  

• Students should take the time to think and respond to the following question in writing: “What are 
you willing to risk to stand up for what you believe in?” 

• After students have 3-5 minutes to respond in writing, the teacher should ask students to share their 
answers out loud and encourage discussion.  
o Would you be willing to risk your life? The life of your family?  
o Have you ever stood up for anything that you believed in before? Can you describe it?  
o Can you think of examples in our history or recent events where people have stood up for what 

they believe in? Do you think it is worth the risk? 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1f9uoQBAufXxKjx1MDEVdG6TGN1ZRM2-0L1wJwCXhPzM/edit?usp=sharing
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TEXT (7 min) 
 

 
Title: “A Review of the Standing Rock Protest” (Appendix A) 
By: Morningside Center for Teaching Social Responsibility 
 
Summary: 
Students read about the growing protest by the Standing Rock Sioux 
and their allies to stop a pipeline. The text is an overview of this 
controversy and the protest movement it has fueled. 
 
Historical Context 
The protest is over the building of the Dakota Access Pipeline, which is supposed to link the oil fields in 
northern North Dakota with an existing pipeline in Illinois. Since April 2016, members of the tribe have been 
protesting the pipeline. As the summer progressed, the Standing Rock protesters were joined by Native 
Americans from around the country. On September 9, a federal court denied their motion to halt 
construction. Minutes later, three federal agencies issued an order for the company to temporarily halt 
construction. 
 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (20 min) 
 

1. Give students access to the text “A Review of the Standing Rock Protest” by the Morningside Side 
Center for Teaching Social Responsibility (Appendix A).   

2. Explain strategies to annotate a text as you read. Strategies could include:  
a. Underline or circling parts of the text that seem important or interesting 
b. Marking unfamiliar words  
c. Making notes in the margins about connects between what you are readings and your 

experiences and knowledge  
d. Noting specific passages that you may want to bring up in discussion 

3. Students independently read the text. 
4. Engage students in a second read, modeling annotation strategies described in the chart. 

 

Modeling Annotation Strategies Verbally Modeling Annotation Strategies Visually 

The teacher may say:  
 
I do not see this word often, so I am going to pause 
and circle it.  
 
This part of the story reminds me of something I 
learned in Earth Science. I am going to make a note 
in the margin.  
 
This reminds me of a movie I saw recently, I am going 
to write the name of the movie in the margin.  

The teacher may:  
 
Use the comment feature in Google Docs, 
Microsoft Office, or another live tool to show 
how they annotate as they are reading.  
 
Share a physical copy or digital photo of their 
annotated text before the students begin to 
annotate.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1woNe73JFaNzjlSn-kVHpwYHi9Vb6BjFVHWxGiKUUWtM/edit?usp=sharing
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5. While reading, stop periodically to discuss the text using the discussion questions written red in the 

teacher text (Appendix B).  
6. When the class is done reading, annotating, and discussing the text, the teacher should display slide 

#3 with images from the protests.  
7. After students have viewed the images, the teacher should direct students to review their 

annotations and write a claim that responds to the question: “Should the Dakota Access Pipeline be 
built through Native American land?” (Appendix C) 

8. Students should then share out example claims.  
9. Instruct students to highlight one piece of evidence from the text that would support their claim. 

 

CLOSURE (5 min) 

 
 

10. As students are highlighting evidence, show slide #6 with the question: “Would you be willing to risk 
what the Dakota Pipeline Protestors risked for your beliefs? Why or why not? 

11. Instruct students to use the Claim and Evidence Planning Sheet to assist with planning their writing 
to include their claim, evidence and response to the question on slide #6. If there is time, the teacher 
may discuss the question in class, if not, it can be used as a “launch” for the next class period. 
(Appendix C) 

 

DIFFERENTIATION 

 
  

Area of 
Differentiation 

Time Annotation Writing a Claim/Finding Evidence 

Suggestion The lesson includes a 
large amount of 
content and skill. If 
this type of content 
and skills involved 
with discussion, 
writing claims, or 
finding evidence, is 
new for students, the 
teacher may want to 
stretch the lesson 
over a few periods to 
accommodate for 
more instruction.  

If students struggle with 
annotation or are still new 
to annotating, the teacher 
may want to have the 
class annotate together.  
 
The teacher may model 
their annotations for half 
of the text and have 
students annotate the last 
half independently.  

This lesson works under the 
assumption that this is not the  
first time students have written  
a claim or found evidence.  The 
teacher may want to spend time 
teaching/re-teaching those 
concepts.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1McvU6hcIbC_cYrg24_ntjphIe8SVMSut1mHmB8aimg0/edit?usp=sharing
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SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 
How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 
 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

 
 

• Teachers can display the text on Teams, on a white board, give students hard copies, or give 
students digital access.  

• The Google Slides in this lesson can easily be displayed on Microsoft Teams.  

• Students can annotate by making their own copy of the Google Doc and using the comment feature, 
or digitally annotating on an editable PDF.  

• Students could alternatively take notes instead of annotating.  

• Can be converted to Nearpod lesson. 

• The student text is also available in this Google Doc.  

• The teacher text with suggested discussion questions is available in this Google Doc.  

• The slide show linked throughout this lesson is available in these  Google Slides.  
 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

 
Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 
 
 
 
 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1woNe73JFaNzjlSn-kVHpwYHi9Vb6BjFVHWxGiKUUWtM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1McvU6hcIbC_cYrg24_ntjphIe8SVMSut1mHmB8aimg0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1f9uoQBAufXxKjx1MDEVdG6TGN1ZRM2-0L1wJwCXhPzM/edit?usp=sharing
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Appendix A 

Student Text 

A Review of the Standing Rock Protest 

 
 

Dakota Access Pipeline 

Oil in North Dakota (and neighboring states and provinces) comes from a huge rock unit known as the Bakken 

Formation. Geologists estimate that there are billions of gallons of oil contained in the formation. Because 

most of the oil is two miles underground and embedded in rock, technology was not available until around the 

year 2000 to extract the oil. 

The technology of drilling horizontally and fracturing rocks ("fracking") has accelerated rapidly since then. 

Huge amounts of natural gas and oil have been extracted through the process across much of the United 

States (see the Teachable Moment lesson "Should Fracking Be Banned," April 3, 2016). 

Fracking is an extremely controversial practice for several reasons. To extract the gas or oil, companies mix 

millions of gallons of fresh water with toxic chemicals and pump it deep into the earth to break up shale rock. 

A vast quantity of this toxic wastewater is then brought to the surface. Much of it is injected deep 

underground in oil and gas waste wells, where it may cause problems, including groundwater contamination 

and earthquakes. Fracking also results in the release of methane and other greenhouse gases, pollution from 

truck traffic, chemical contamination around storage tanks, and logging and other disruption of natural areas. 

The crude oil that is produced from fracking in the Bakken oil fields in North Dakota is currently transported 

through pipelines and by rail and truck to refineries in Texas and Louisiana. From there, it is shipped around 

the U.S. and overseas.   

To transport the oil more efficiently and inexpensively, Energy Transfer Partners sought permission to build a 

large capacity (30-inch diameter) pipeline from North Dakota through South Dakota and Iowa to an existing 

pipeline in Illinois. The plan is for it to carry about 500,000 barrels per day. The route originally was planned to 

cross the Missouri near Bismarck, but the plans changed because of the potential hazard to the city's drinking 

water. 

The project developer Dakota Access, a subsidiary of Energy Transfer Partners, maintains that the pipeline 

would help the United States become less dependent on importing energy. It argues that a pipeline is a safer, 

more cost effective, and more environmentally sound way to move crude oil than either rail or truck.  

http://www.morningsidecenter.org/teachable-moment/lessons/should-fracking-be-banned
http://www.daplpipelinefacts.com/resources/faq.html
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The company, along with other pipeline proponents, also argues that the $3.7 pipeline project will bring 

money and jobs to North Dakota, whose economy has suffered as a result of falling gas prices. Project 

developers say the pipeline will "bring significant economic benefits to the region that it transverses." 

Native American Opposition 

"When the Army Corps of Engineers dammed the Missouri River in 1958, it took our riverfront forests, fruit 

orchards and most fertile farmland to create Lake Oahe. Now the Corps is taking our clean water and sacred 

places by approving this river crossing. Whether it’s gold from the Black Hills or hydropower from the Missouri 

or oil pipelines that threaten our ancestral inheritance, the tribes have always paid the price for America’s 

prosperity." - David Archambault, Tribal Chairman 

The Dakota Access Pipeline is routed about a half mile from the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, which 

straddles North and South Dakota. The tribe’s website states that: 

The people of Standing Rock, often called Sioux, are members of the Dakota and Lakota nations. "Dakota" and 

"Lakota" mean "friends" or "allies." The people of these nations are often called "Sioux," a term that dates 

back to the seventeenth century when the people were living in the Great Lakes area. The Ojibwa called the 

Lakota and Dakota "Nadouwesou" meaning "adders." This term, shortened and corrupted by French traders, 

resulted in retention of the last syllable as "Sioux." There are various Sioux divisions, and each has important 

cultural, linguistic, territorial and political distinctions. 

 The construction area includes sites that are sacred to the Native Americans living there. Some of the area’s 

archeological finds may have already been destroyed by the construction company.  Perhaps more 

importantly, since the pipeline crosses the Missouri River and Lake Oahe just upstream from the reservation, 

the pipeline threatens the tribe's sole water supply. 

For Native Americans, who have been living in North America for millennia longer than the European 

immigrants, water is inseparable from life. In fact, the Lakota word for water "mni" (pronounced m'nee), 

translates literally to "it gives me life." They refer to themselves as "protectors" rather than "protesters" in 

their opposition to the pipeline. 

The question of land and water rights is central to the legal battle to protect the river. Federal law mandates 

that tribes must be consulted before large construction projects are approved. The 1992 law specifically states 

that the property in question need not be on reservation land. 

In addition, Native American nations are entitled to government-to-government negotiations in their 

interactions with federal agencies. With the Dakota Access Pipeline, there was little and late consultation with 

the tribe. The Army Corps of Engineers gave fast-track approval to the project, exempting it from strict 

environmental review. On September 20, 2016, Standing Rock leader Dave Archambault appealed to the 

United Nations Human Rights Council to make their case that the United States has broken several treaties 

granting Sioux sovereignty over the land in question. 

Members of the Standing Rock tribe began their demonstrations against the project in April, but little 

attention was paid to the opposition until summer, when large numbers of Native Americans around the 

http://standingrock.org/history/
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country joined the camp at the construction site. By September, 4,000 protesters were camped out in 

hundreds of tents and tipis, making it one of North Dakota's larger towns. The site has taken on many aspects 

of a small town--including communal supplies and meals, a school, sanitation, wind and solar power, security, 

entertainment, radio station and medical clinics. 

Though the camp (actually, four separate camps) is largely Native American, the protests have been joined by 

climate activists, Black Lives Matter activists, celebrities and indigenous peoples from around the world. 

Donations of supplies arrive constantly, and several fundraising campaigns have brought almost a million 

dollars to the effort.  Hundreds of demonstrations in solidarity with Standing Rock have taken place around 

the country and beyond. 

The participants see the Standing Rock protest as significant historically. It is the first time in 140 years that 

the seven Sioux nations have come together. Hundreds of other tribes have sent support, both spiritual and 

physical. Native peoples around the world have likewise lent support. Organizations and activists committed 

to halting global climate change oppose all infrastructure projects aimed at extracting fossil fuels; they too are 

uniting against the pipeline.   

  

Source: https://www.morningsidecenter.org/teachable-moment/lessons/standing-standing-

rock?fbclid=IwAR3j-vJolda_lbM2nPFXvsUaJLQKZd9XCI06rYojYfjCBlc56LHXwbcmc4c 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.morningsidecenter.org/teachable-moment/lessons/standing-standing-rock?fbclid=IwAR3j-vJolda_lbM2nPFXvsUaJLQKZd9XCI06rYojYfjCBlc56LHXwbcmc4c
https://www.morningsidecenter.org/teachable-moment/lessons/standing-standing-rock?fbclid=IwAR3j-vJolda_lbM2nPFXvsUaJLQKZd9XCI06rYojYfjCBlc56LHXwbcmc4c
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Appendix B 

Teacher Text 

A Review of the Standing Rock Protest 

 
 

 

Dakota Access Pipeline 

Oil in North Dakota (and neighboring states and provinces) comes from a huge rock unit known as the Bakken 
Formation. Geologists estimate that there are billions of gallons of oil contained in the formation. Because 
most of the oil is two miles underground and embedded in rock, technology was not available until around the 
year 2000 to extract the oil. 

The technology of drilling horizontally and fracturing rocks ("fracking") has accelerated rapidly since then. 
Huge amounts of natural gas and oil have been extracted through the process across much of the United 
States.  

Vocabulary for Discussion 

What do you think Geologist means in the context of this sentence? What do you think a Geologist does? 
Have you heard about fracking? Where have you heard about it?  

 

Question for Discussion 

What have you heard about politics around gas and oil in our country? In our world? 

 

 
Fracking is an extremely controversial practice for several reasons. To extract the gas or oil, companies mix 
millions of gallons of fresh water with toxic chemicals and pump it deep into the earth to break up shale rock. 
A vast quantity of this toxic wastewater is then brought to the surface. Much of it is injected deep 
underground in oil and gas waste wells, where it may cause problems, including groundwater contamination 
and earthquakes. Fracking also results in the release of methane and other greenhouse gases, pollution from 
truck traffic, chemical contamination around storage tanks, and logging and other disruption of natural areas. 

The crude oil that is produced from fracking in the Bakken oil fields in North Dakota is currently transported 
through pipelines and by rail and truck to refineries in Texas and Louisiana. From there, it is shipped around 
the U.S. and overseas.   
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To transport the oil more efficiently and inexpensively, Energy Transfer Partners sought permission to build a 
large capacity (30-inch diameter) pipeline from North Dakota through South Dakota and Iowa to an existing 
pipeline in Illinois. The plan is for it to carry about 500,000 barrels per day. The route originally was planned to 
cross the Missouri near Bismarck, but the plans changed because of the potential hazard to the city's drinking 
water. 

The project developer Dakota Access, a subsidiary of Energy Transfer Partners, maintains that the pipeline 
would help the United States become less dependent on importing energy. It argues that a pipeline is a safer, 
more cost effective, and more environmentally sound way to move crude oil than either rail or truck.  

The company, along with other pipeline proponents, also argues that the $3.7 pipeline project will bring 
money and jobs to North Dakota, whose economy has suffered as a result of falling gas prices. Project 
developers say the pipeline will "bring significant economic benefits to the region that it transverses." 

 

Vocabulary for Discussion 

What do you think proponent means in the context of this sentence?  

 

Questions for Discussion 

What are some of the arguments that the developer of the pipeline makes? 
Are these good arguments?  
Do you agree with the developer? 

 
 

Native American Opposition 

"When the Army Corps of Engineers dammed the Missouri River in 1958, it took our riverfront forests, fruit 
orchards and most fertile farmland to create Lake Oahe. Now the Corps is taking our clean water and sacred 
places by approving this river crossing. Whether it’s gold from the Black Hills or hydropower from the Missouri 
or oil pipelines that threaten our ancestral inheritance, the tribes have always paid the price for America’s 
prosperity." - David Archambault, Tribal Chairman 

The Dakota Access Pipeline is routed about a half mile from the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation, which 
straddles North and South Dakota. The tribe’s website states that: 

The people of Standing Rock, often called Sioux, are members of the Dakota and Lakota nations. "Dakota" and 
"Lakota" mean "friends" or "allies." The people of these nations are often called "Sioux," a term that dates 
back to the seventeenth century when the people were living in the Great Lakes area. The Ojibwa called the 
Lakota and Dakota "Nadouwesou" meaning "adders." This term, shortened and corrupted by French traders, 
resulted in retention of the last syllable as "Sioux." There are various Sioux divisions, and each has important 
cultural, linguistic, territorial and political distinctions. 

 The construction area includes sites that are sacred to the Native Americans living there. Some of the area’s 
archeological finds may have already been destroyed by the construction company.  Perhaps more 
importantly, since the pipeline crosses the Missouri River and Lake Oahe just upstream from the reservation, 
the pipeline threatens the tribe's sole water supply. 

http://www.daplpipelinefacts.com/resources/faq.html
http://standingrock.org/history/
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For Native Americans, who have been living in North America for millennia longer than the European 
immigrants, water is inseparable from life. In fact, the Lakota word for water "mni" (pronounced m'nee), 
translates literally to "it gives me life." They refer to themselves as "protectors" rather than "protesters" in 
their opposition to the pipeline. 

The question of land and water rights is central to the legal battle to protect the river. Federal law mandates 
that tribes must be consulted before large construction projects are approved. The 1992 law specifically states 
that the property in question need not be on reservation land. 

In addition, Native American nations are entitled to government-to-government negotiations in their 
interactions with federal agencies. With the Dakota Access Pipeline, there was little and late consultation with 
the tribe. The Army Corps of Engineers gave fast-track approval to the project, exempting it from strict 
environmental review. On September 20, 2016, Standing Rock leader Dave Archambault appealed to the 
United Nations Human Rights Council to make their case that the United States has broken several treaties 
granting Sioux sovereignty over the land in question. 

 

Vocabulary for Discussion 

What do you think the words “consulted” or “consultation” mean in the context of this article?  

 

Questions for Discussion 

What are some of the arguments that Native Americans made to stop development of pipeline?  
Do you think that these are good arguments? 
Do you agree with the Native American stance? 

 
 
Members of the Standing Rock tribe began their demonstrations against the project in April, but little 
attention was paid to the opposition until summer, when large numbers of Native Americans around the 
country joined the camp at the construction site. By September, 4,000 protesters were camped out in 
hundreds of tents and tipis, making it one of North Dakota's larger towns. The site has taken on many aspects 
of a small town--including communal supplies and meals, a school, sanitation, wind and solar power, security, 
entertainment, radio station and medical clinics. 

Though the camp (actually four separate camps) is largely Native American, the protests have been joined by 
climate activists, Black Lives Matter activists, celebrities and indigenous peoples from around the world. 
Donations of supplies arrive constantly, and several fundraising campaigns have brought almost a million 
dollars to the effort.  Hundreds of demonstrations in solidarity with Standing Rock have taken place around 
the country and beyond. 

 

Vocabulary for Discussion 

Have you heard the word demonstration before? What do you think it means in the conext of this 
sentence?  
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The participants see the Standing Rock protest as significant historically. It is the first time in 140 years that 
the seven Sioux nations have come together. Hundreds of other tribes have sent support, both spiritual and 
physical. Native peoples around the world have likewise lent support. Organizations and activists committed 
to halting global climate change oppose all infrastructure projects aimed at extracting fossil fuels; they too are 
uniting against the pipeline.   

 

Questions for Discussion 

What are some of the things that Native Americans have done to try to stop the building of the 
pipeline?  
What other groups have become involved to help Native American groups? Why do you think they felt 
compelled to help?  
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Appendix C 

Claim and Evidence Planning Sheet 

Claim: Should the Dakota Access Pipeline be built through Native American land? Why or Why not? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Evidence: Use evidence from “A Review of the Standing Rock Protests” to support your claim. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Would you be willing to risk what the Dakota Pipeline protesters risked for your beliefs? Why or why not? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Grades 11-12:  Indigenous Emancipation Lesson 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 
As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their 
Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

 

Lesson Title: Native American Contributions to the Great War (WWI)                                        

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will: 

● examine different perspectives of Native Americans during World War I 

● use primary sources effectively to gain an understanding of the history of government relations, 

policies, and experiences with Native Americans 

● analyze and discuss how there were differing opinions about the impact of war on American society 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION 

 

• How do individuals contribute to a nation's war effort? 

• How can different perspectives vary among Native Americans regarding war in the United States? 
 

NYS STANDARDS 
 

 

English  
 
SL.11-12.1. Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, 
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 11-12 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas 
and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 
 
RI.11-12.10. Read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the grades 11-12 text complexity band proficiently, 
with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. Read and comprehend literary nonfiction at the 
high end of the grades 11-12 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/9-10/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/9-10/10/
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History 

11.6c. World War I had important social, political, and economic effects on American society. 

12.G3c. Citizens have opportunities to both participate in and influence their communities and country.  

Citizens contribute to government processes through legal obligations such as obeying laws, paying taxes, 

serving on juries, and registering for selective service. 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES (2 min) 
Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

Recommended principles for discussion are in bold. 
 

• Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing. 
● Black Men we are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 
 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 
 

VOCABULARY  

Review vocabulary with students prior to starting the Launch activity.   

 

 

citizenship: the status of being a citizen, the quality of an individual's response to membership in a 

community.  

Native American: a member of any of the indigenous peoples of the western hemisphere especially, a 

Native American of North America and especially the U.S. — compare American Indian. 

Oneida: a member of an American Indian people originally of New York, the Iroquoian language of the 

Oneida people 

lieutenant: an official empowered to act for a higher official, an aide or representative of another in the 

performance of duty. (1): FIRST LIEUTENANT or (2): SECOND LIEUTENANT: a commissioned officer in the 

United States Armed Forces ranking above a lieutenant junior grade and below a lieutenant commander 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
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LAUNCH (5 min) 
 

 

• Tell students to think of the ideal citizen and share their thoughts. Teacher records responses for the 

class to see. As a class, discuss the responses and ask students if they see any themes/patterns.  

• Expand on the discussion bringing attention to the fact that American Indians were not considered 

US citizens despite being native to the land. Ask students if they would risk their life to defend a 

country, of which they were not citizens. 

TEXT (10 min) 
 

 
Appendix A 

John Powless Photograph 

 
Appendix B  
Text: Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian (Spring 2015/Vol. 16 
No. 1) 
Death in the Ardennes: Dr. Josiah A. Powless, Oneida Hero of World War I  

By: Laurence M. Hauptman and L. Gordon McLester, III 
Historical Context: 

First Lieutenant John Powless was a member of the Turtle Clan and a full-blood 

member of the Oneida Nation. He served in World War I as a commissioned 

officer. After returning home from the war, he decided to re-enlist and served as 

machine-gun instructor at Fort Hancock in Georgia and later transferred to Fort 

Slocum in New York.  

Less than forty years after the end of the Indian wars in the West, thousands of American Indians served in 

World War I as members of the United States military. First Lieutenant Powless was just one of many 

American Indians who pledged their loyalty to the United States government and risked their lives to 

protect U.S. interests. Members of American Indian tribes were considered citizens of a separate nation. In 

order to become U.S. citizens, American Indians needed to marry a U.S. citizen or voluntarily join the 

military. The naturalization process used by foreign immigrants was not open to American Indians. 

In 1924, the Indian Citizenship Act was passed which made all non-citizen American Indians born within the 

United States full citizens. The service of American Indian soldiers in World War I served as a major 

contributing factor to the passage of this act. Tribal leaders argued that if their people were willing to die for 

U.S. causes then they should be permitted to become full citizens. 

 

 

https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/story/death-ardennes-dr-josiah-powless-oneida-hero-world-war-i
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PROCEDURAL STEPS (20 min) 
 

 

1. Students will be broken into small groups (2-4 people). 
 

2. Students will spend 5 minutes doing the following:  
● Examine the NYS Archives Primary Source: NYSA_A0412-78_B11_F44_Powless_John_Photograph 

(Appendix A) 

● Complete the associated Primary Source Analysis Document for the photograph provided 

3. Students will spend 15 minutes doing the following:  
● Read the magazine article: Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian (Spring 

2015/Vol. 16 No. 1) Death in the Ardennes: Dr. Josiah A. Powless, Oneida Hero of World War I 

(Appendix B) 

● Assign students in the groups to discuss the essential question and one of the 3 specific 

supporting questions as directed.  

o What titles did John Powless use to identify himself?  
o Why do you think First Lt. Powless decided to re-enlist in the army?  
o Do you think First Lt. Powless thought of himself as a member of the Oneida nation, the 

United States, or both? Explain your answer.  
o Why do you think the US Government had been hesitant to view Native Americans as 

citizens in the past? 
● Review the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924 (Read aloud option available)from the Library of 

Congress  

CLOSURE (10 min) 
 

 

4. Check for Understanding/Summative Assessment 
Using the photograph, news article and historical background, explain how John Powless contributed 

to the war effort. 

5. Written Assignment (for homework) 
● Students will write a persuasive essay to either support or oppose Native American servicemen 

enlistment during WWI.  

● Historical Lens: Should Native Americans have supported this war effort considering that they 

were not made US Citizens until the passage of the Indian Citizen Act of 1924? 
 

6. Extension Activity: Historical Challenges 
The Oneida Nation supported the United States in other wars, as well. Find information about 

another war in which the Oneida Nation provided support to the United States. In what ways did the 

Oneidas support the war effort? How did the United States recognize their support? 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/152LGRPVClpUgJyJHw-9ylbww2CbjdVRE/view?usp=sharing
https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/story/death-ardennes-dr-josiah-powless-oneida-hero-world-war-i
https://www.loc.gov/item/today-in-history/june-02/#indian-citizenship-act
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DIFFERENTIATION 

 

 

● Use curriculum focused on content to allow students to learn the essentials, without getting 
confused and frustrated with the “fluff”. Remove unnecessary material, words, etc., that can 
distract from the content. 

● Students can digest a little at a time, and then continue to build their knowledge and 
understanding of the material. 

● Provide background knowledge, sometimes with native language support, to allow ELLs to tie 
new information to something familiar. This helps students as they decode information; first 
trying to understand in their native language, and then transferring that understanding into 
English. 

● Define key vocabulary, multiple-meaning words, and figurative language. 
● Use audio and visual supports. 
● Provide multiple learning opportunities to reinforce key concepts and vocabulary. 
● Provide cross-content application of concepts, to help tie learning together, making it more 

comprehensible. 
● Provide curriculum that addresses all four language processes. 
● Incorporate technology with effective online programs that provide: 

o Individualized instruction 
o Opportunities to practice in various contexts 
o Ability to work at their own pace 
o Effective data for educators to determine areas of strengths, and areas of focus, in order to 

drive instruction 
 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 
How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

What will the integrated ENL teacher be doing to support instruction? 
 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 
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TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 
 

 

• Online Text: Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian (Spring 2015/Vol. 16 No. 1) 
Death in the Ardennes: Dr. Josiah A. Powless, Oneida Hero of World War I (Magazine) 

https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/story/death-ardennes-dr-josiah-powless-oneida-

hero-world-war-i 

• Indian Citizenship Act https://www.loc.gov/item/today-in-history/june-02/#indian-citizenship-act  
 

Additional Instructional Resources 

• NYS Archives Instructional Videos for Educators 
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/education/instructional-videos 

• Oneidas’ Legacy to Freedom https://www.oneidaindiannation.com/oneidas-legacy-to-freedom/ 
 
 
 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/story/death-ardennes-dr-josiah-powless-oneida-hero-world-war-i
https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/story/death-ardennes-dr-josiah-powless-oneida-hero-world-war-i
https://www.loc.gov/item/today-in-history/june-02/#indian-citizenship-act
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/education/instructional-videos
https://www.oneidaindiannation.com/oneidas-legacy-to-freedom/
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Appendix A 

John Powless Photograph 

Number 4 on this photograph (attached below) of Madison County's Commissioned Officers shows First 

Lieutenant John Powless of Oneida, NY. 

Powless was a member of the Turtle Clan and a full-blood member of the Oneida Nation. He served in World 

War I as a commissioned officer. After returning home from the war, he decided to re-enlist and served as 

machine-gun instructor at Fort Hancock in Georgia and later transferred to Fort Slocum in New York. 

 

NYS Archives Photograph Identifier: NYSA_A0412-78_B11_F44_Powless_John_Photograph 

Date: circa 1917 

Source: 

New York State Archives. New York (State). Education Dept. Division of Archives and History. World War I 

veterans' service data and photographs, 1917-1938. Series A0412-78, Box 11, Folder 44. 

Rights: 

This image is provided for education and research purposes. Rights may be reserved. Responsibility for 

securing permissions to distribute, publish, reproduce or other use rest with the user. 
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Appendix B 

Death in the Ardennes: Dr. Josiah A. Powless, Oneida Hero of 
World War I 

From Issue: Spring 2015 / Vol. 16 No. 1 

BY LAURENCE M. HAUPTMAN AND L. GORDON MCLESTER, III 

Dr. Josiah Alvin Powless (1871–1918) was the first Oneida Indian to graduate from a medical school in the United States. The 

physician fought two wars: one on the home front to help his people deal with the scourges of diseases that ravaged Indian Country 

and the other, trying to help his comrades survive the horrors – battlefield wounds and poison gas – on the Western Front of World 

War I. Severely wounded while pulling a wounded colleague from enemy fire, he died a hero on Nov. 6, 1918, just five days before 

the armistice that ended “the war to end all wars.” Although he received the Distinguished Service Cross, we believe that previously 

unreported details of his rescue make Dr. Powless deserving of the Medal of Honor, the nation’s highest military decoration. 
 

 

Dr. Powless served as a first lieutenant in the Medical Department attached to the 308th Infantry, part of the legendary “Lost 

Battalion” of the 77th (Liberty) Division of the American Expeditionary Force (AEF). The Oneida was seriously wounded on Oct. 14, 

1918, at Chevieres, France, approximately two miles from the town of Grandpre, just north of the Argonne Forest, within the 

Ardennes District of northeastern France. The military engagement near the Aire River was part of the Meuse-Argonne Offensive 

that had begun on September 26. The physician died of his wound at the base hospital in November. 

At least 12,000 American Indians representing more than 60 tribes were in the AEF. First Lt. Dr. Powless was one of approximately 

150 Oneida Indians from Wisconsin who served in World War I. According to the late Susan Applegate Krouse, an authority on 

American Indians in the war, nearly three percent died, approximately twice the overall rate of fatalities. Powless was among the 

https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/issues/spring-2015
https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/sites/default/files/styles/max_1300x1300/public/2017-12/1.ist_lieutenantdr._josiah_a._powlessjpg.jpg?itok=rtQRi-uf
https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/sites/default/files/styles/max_1300x1300/public/2017-12/3a53008u.jpg?itok=q3azgPA-
https://www.americanindianmagazine.org/sites/default/files/styles/max_1300x1300/public/2017-12/ma_cemetery_overview4uth.jpg?itok=g3ef11f4
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540 officers of the Army Medical Corps killed on the Western Front. All of the five physicians assigned to the 308th were wounded or 

killed in the Meuse-Argonne Offensive. 

Powless received his posthumous commendation for his rescue of a wounded fellow physician, Dr. James McKibben, a captain in the 

Medical Department who had been recently transferred into the regiment. According to the War Department’s General Order No. 

46 (1920), Powless had crossed an area subjected to intense machine gun and constant artillery fire, reaching McKibben, “whose 

wound proved fatal, and after dressing his wound had him carried to the rear.” Dr. McKibben died of his wounds in a base hospital 

on October 24. General John J. Pershing, the Commander in Chief of the AEF, posthumously awarded Powless the Distinguished 

Service Cross, saying he had “bravely laid down his life for the cause of his country.” But, as we shall see, there was more to the 

story, justifying the Medal of Honor. 

The Making of a War Hero 

This Oneida hero was molded by four great influences; his upbringing on the Wisconsin Oneida Reservation during a time of crisis for 

all American Indians, his education at the United States Indian Industrial School at Carlisle, Pa., his involvement in Episcopal Church 

matters and the guidance of its clerics, and the long tradition of Oneida military service in the United States Armed Forces. 

Josiah was born to Rebecca and Peter Powless on Aug. 1, 1871, on the 65,400-acre Oneida reservation on Wisconsin. His ancestors 

had left their central New York homeland along with the majority of Oneidas in the 1820s and 1830s under immense pressures 

caused by the opening of the Erie Canal and the resulting attempts by land companies to acquire tribal lands. 

Powless and nearly 500 Oneidas attended Carlisle Indian Industrial School, coming under the influence of its founder, U.S. Army 

Captain Richard Henry Pratt. Through military-like discipline, Pratt was committed to transforming his charges from their traditional 

ways. To accomplish his objectives, Carlisle emphasized numerous rules and orders. Male students were required to dress in military 

uniforms and march in step weekly on parade grounds. Each year, Pratt brought the youngsters to the Gettysburg National 

Battlefield, 35 miles from Carlisle, to instill a sense of American history and the importance of service to the nation. Later, during 

World War I, an Army report underlined the influence of these schools in the training of students for service: “Most of the Indians 

who are in the AEF have received military training in Government Schools, and the showing they have made in France is a gratifying 

commentary upon the value of the military education extended by the Government to its wards.” 

The future Oneida physician was unlike most of the 10,000 to 12,000 students who attended Carlisle in that he spent more time – six 

years – on campus and completed the school’s degree program. Because of Powless’ superior academic performance, Pratt 
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encouraged him to go on with his studies after his graduation. Consequently the Oneida spent a year at the Preparatory School of 

nearby Dickinson College. 

Powless frequently came back to Carlisle with other former Oneida students and later became the president of the school’s alumni 

association. Much like Pratt, the Oneida came to believe that American Indians had to take their rightful place on an equal footing as 

citizens of the United States and enter the mainstream of American society and politics. He later joined the Masonic lodge in De 

Pere, Wis., and, on several occasions, ran successfully for Supervisor of Hobart, a town carved out of the Wisconsin Oneida 

Reservation. In 1911, he joined with his Carlisle classmate Charles Dagenett, a Peoria Indian who worked in the Office of Indian 

Affairs, in the initial organizing of the American Indian Association, subsequently renamed the Society of American Indians. 

The influence of the Episcopal Church on Powless began at an early age and continued through his life. Powless was educated at the 

Oneida Mission School of the Hobart Church up until the age of 14. In this church in 1897, he was married to his wife Electa 

Skenandore, who had also attended Carlisle. Two of their children were baptized in the church. Josiah and his wife Electa served as 

health workers in the Oneida Mission Hospital for over a decade. Both husband and wife were later buried in the Episcopal cemetery 

adjacent to the church. 

After his post-graduate studies at Dickinson Prep, Powless returned to Oneida, Wis., and secured a teaching position at the newly 

established government school. In 1893, as a result of the lobbying of missionary Solomon Burleson, the Episcopal Church 

established a hospital on the reservation, although the facility was not fully functional until 1898. In addition, a small infirmary was 

established at the government school. 

Burleson, before his death in 1897, had encouraged Powless to pursue a career in medicine. Three years later, Powless entered 

Milwaukee Medical College. Upon graduation in 1904, Powless was appointed as the mission hospital’s doctor and the physician at 

the government school. 

Two of his greatest challenges were fighting tuberculosis and trachoma, scourges that were widespread through Indian Country. A 

federal public health study published in 1913 indicated that approximately 30 percent of Wisconsin’s Natives suffered from 

tuberculosis. Nearly seven percent had contracted trachoma, a viral disease of the eye caused by unsanitary conditions that often 

led to blindness. In 1912, there were more than 39,000 cases of trachoma, and nearly 30 percent of all children in federal Indian 

boarding schools had contracted the disease. 
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With U.S. involvement in World War I, the fourth great influence took hold, the Oneida military tradition. The Oneidas as allies of the 

United States had answered the call for military service many times before. Their impressive war memorial, found today near their 

Cultural Heritage Center on the reservation, honors those who served from the American Revolution to the wars in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. Indeed, Josiah Powless’ grandfather Peter Powless served in Company K of the 17th Wisconsin during the Civil War. 

Josiah’s oldest brother Emmanuel served in the Armed Forces during the Spanish American War. In March 1918, 45-year-old Josiah 

Powless volunteered for military service. 

Dr. Powless joined the Army’s Medical Department that had been terribly understaffed when the country entered the war in April, 

1917. He was first assigned to the 305th Infantry Regiment and sent for six weeks of training to Fort Riley in Kansas. In June 1918, he 

was shipped out for the battlefields of France and assigned to the 308th Infantry Regiment. Within three months, he found himself 

on the Western Front, in what was then known as “the Great War.”  

War Service in the “Lost Battalion” 

The Commander in Chief of the AEF, General John J. “Black Jack” Pershing, had made his mark chasing Pancho Villa and making an 

incursion in Mexico in 1916. In the 1880s, he had been a trooper with General Nelson Miles during the Geronimo campaign. A total 

of 1,256,478 Americans were to eventually serve under his overall command. 

The Meuse-Argonne Offensive began on Sept. 26, 1918. In the course of 47 days of fighting in the Meuse-Argonne Offensive, 

American casualties totaled 127,005 – 26,227 dead and 95,778 wounded. Another 5,000 were captured or missing in action. This 

casualty rate ranks as one the costliest campaigns in American history. 

The 308th Battalion's role in the first part of the Meuse-Argonne Offensive is legendary. It was the famous “Lost Battalion” of World 

War I. Under the command of Major Charles Whittlesey, an attorney from New York City, the 308th rapidly advanced into the 

Argonne Forest and became cut off from Pershing’s other forces. These American troops found themselves behind German lines 

with little ammunition and without food and water. Eventually, the 308th were rescued; however, only 232 out of the 679 men 

survived. 

Powless was not the only American Indian in the 308th. Four others are named in a report found at Indiana University’s Mathers 

Museum of World Cultures. Private Roland Little Elk, a 26-year-old Sioux from South Dakota and a graduate of Haskell Institute, is 

described as “a splendid rifleman, intelligent” and “able to orient himself without difficulty,” having “a good sense of direction both 

day and night.” In the same report, Private Moses Smith, another Sioux, who was assigned to supply duty, was deemed hardworking 

and dependable. Private Frank La Barre, a Comanche from Oklahoma, was portrayed as a “very good soldier, fair leader, intelligent, 
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quick.” Corporal Ernest Swallow, a Cherokee from Oklahoma, was cited as “an excellent soldier and well liked by men in his 

organization.” Three other American Indians also served in the 308th – Robert Dodd, a Paiute from Nevada, and two Oklahomans, 

James Corntassel, a Cherokee, and Sam Morris, a Choctaw. 

What was left of the 308th emerged from the Argonne Forest and headed northeast. On October 14, the Americans once again 

encountered heavy fire as they advanced towards the Aire River. It was there after acts of courage, that Dr. Powless was seriously 

wounded, dying 23 days later, only five days before the war’s end. 

Powless’ Heroism: The Full Story 

The Oneida physician was one of 97 soldiers in the 308th Infantry Regiment to receive the Distinguished Service Cross. The authors 

feel he should also join the five of his comrades who received the Medal of Honor. Certain vital details of Powless’ death were 

missing from the War Department’s General Order No. 46 and General Pershing’s award of the Distinguished Service Cross to 

Powless’ widow. 

In 1927, Sergeant L. Wardlaw Miles described Powless as a “full-blooded Indian and most picturesque though an unpretentious 

figure,” who bravely “hurried at once to the side of his colleague [Dr. James McKibben] resulting in his being seriously wounded.” 

Miles’ account adds crucial details to this history, as do military and tribal records and the extensive questionnaires and reports filled 

out by American Indian veterans and deposited at the Mathers Museum of World Cultures. 

In a report dated April 18, 1919, Lieutenant W.C.O. Clarke, indicated that the regiment was “all extremely fond” of Powless. Clarke 

described him as “a bang up doctor. A delightful chap as well as an efficient physician and surgeon. He was hard to keep up under 

and to keep within bounds.” That quality was Powless’ undoing. 

On October 14, Captain Allan J. McDougall, who headed M Company of the 308th, had moved northeast just out of the Argonne 

Forest. Already a winner of the Distinguished Service Cross for bravery, McDougall was ordered by Division headquarters to send his 

men, along with a small contingent from the 307th Regiment, to reconnoiter and find a safe place for the American troops to take a 

defensive position in preparing to ford the Aire River. Powless and McKibben were to accompany the troops. 

Emerging out of the thickets of the Argonne Forest onto a road adjacent to the river, M Company found itself exposed to German 

machine gun and artillery fire. McDougall and his Acting Sergeant, John C. Lenahan, were wounded. (Lenahan, a private, received 

the battlefield promotion because of the incredible number of casualties taken in the Argonne Forest.) Dr. McKibben rushed to their 
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side and was also hit by German fire. Dr. Powless was told not to advance because of the incredible losses of men attempting to 

rescue the wounded, but he went in anyway, carrying out his Hippocratic Oath to care for his fallen comrades. 

Taking heavy fire from the enemy, Powless did not just attend to Dr. McKibben, but to Sergeant Lenahan, Captain McDougal and 

several others. Lieutenant Clarke’s report described what happened next. The Oneida physician “got the wounded back, and just 

about completed his dangerous mission. A shell exploded and wounded him in the side.” Powless, McKibben and Lenahan 

subsequently died of their wounds. 

Posthumous Honors 

Powless’s remains were kept at a French cemetery for the next three and a half months, a long delay caused by a global influenza 

pandemic that hindered transport back to Wisconsin. The pandemic killed a half a million Americans and 50 million people 

worldwide, much more than all the casualties of World War I. 

On Feb. 23, 1919, Powless was honored in the Masonic Hall in De Pere, given full military honors by his Oneida people and the 

American Legion. After a eulogy by the Episcopal priest, the physician was then buried in the Oneida Reservation’s Episcopal 

Cemetery. Although he was educated at Carlisle, encouraged to assimilate and even became a local Wisconsin town official, in death 

he remained an Oneida, a hero to his people, based on his medical service on the reservation and his ultimate sacrifice in the “war 

to end all wars.” 

On Nov. 6 and 7, 2002, the 84th anniversary of his death, Powless’ memory was honored at Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio; Army 

officials dedicated the post’s guest house in his name, in a ceremony attended by his grandchildren. In addition to this belated honor 

in Texas and the earlier posthumous award of the Distinguished Service Cross, the authors believe that the courage he displayed in 

the Ardennes in World War I justify his being awarded the Medal of Honor. His actions displayed on Oct. 14, 1918, were 

extraordinary and do separate him from the numerous fellow soldiers who received battlefield honors in France for their service to 

the nation. 
 


